Thermodynamic behavior of the CO2 + NO2/N2O4 mixture: a Monte Carlo simulation study.
The thermodynamic behavior of the carbon dioxide + nitrogen dioxide (CO2 + NO2) mixture was investigated using a Monte Carlo molecular simulation approach. This system is a particularly challenging one because nitrogen dioxide exists as a mixture of monomers (NO2) and dimers (N2O4) under certain pressure and temperature conditions. The chemical equilibrium between N2O4 and 2NO2 and the vapor-liquid equilibrium of CO2 + NO2/N2O4 mixtures were simulated using simultaneously the reaction ensemble and the Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo (RxMC and GEMC) methods. Rigid all atoms molecular potentials bearing point charges were proposed to model both NO2 and N2O4 species. Liquid-vapor coexistence properties of the reacting NO2/N2O4 system were first investigated. The calculated vapor pressures and coexisting densities were compared to experimental values, leading to an average deviation of 10% for vapor pressures and 6% for liquid densities. The critical region was also addressed successfully using the subcritical Monte Carlo simulation results and some appropriate scaling laws. Predictions of CO2 + NO2/N2O4 phase diagrams at 300, 313, and 330 K were then proposed. Derivative properties calculations were also performed in the reaction ensemble at constant pressure and temperature for both NO2/N2O4 and CO2 + NO2/N2O4 systems. The calculated heat capacities show a maximum in the temperature range where N2O4 dissociation occurs, in agreement with available experimental data.